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QUESTION: 1
Which three modules are optional components that can be added from the vCenter
Server installer? (Choose three.)

A. VMware vCenter ESXi Dump Collector
B. VMware vCenter Storage Monitoring
C. VMware vSphere Web Client
D. VMware vCenter Orchestrator
E. VMware vSphere Update Manager

Answer: A, C, E

QUESTION: 2
What do changes made to resources available in a parent pool affect in a resource pool
hierarchy?

A. Child pools
B. Sibling pools
C. Sibling and child pools
D. Root resource pools

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
What are two benefits of virtual compatibility mode for RDMs, as compared to physical
compatibility mode? (Choose two)

A. Allows the use of SAN-aware applications
B. Allows for cloning
C. Allows for the use of array-based snapshots
D. Allows for template creation of the related virtual machine

Answer: B, D
Explanation:
Storage options for virtual machines: Raw device mappings, VMFS RDM limitations
There are two types of RDMs: virtual compatibility mode RDMs and physical
compatibility mode
RDMs. Physical mode RDMs, in particular, have some fairly significant limitations:
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No VMware snapshots
No VCB support, because VCB requires VMware snapshots
No cloning VMs that use physical mode RDMs
No converting VMs that use physical mode RDMs into templates
No migrating VMs with physical mode RDMs if the migration involves copying the
disk
No VMotion with physical mode RDMs

QUESTION: 4
An existing vSphere environment will be upgraded to vSphere 5. The current
implementation utilizes ESX 4.1 and the new implementations will ESXi 5.x. In which
two ways will the new ESXi 5.x implementation differ from ESX 4.1 implementation?
(Choose two)

A. VMware ESXi 5.x does not provide a host-based firewall.
B. VMware ESXi 5.x can boot from additional sources, such as a USB drive.
C. VMware ESXi 5.x does not provide local command-line management capabilities.
D. VMware ESXi 5.x can support virtual machine which larger resource configurations.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 5
Click the exhibit button.

Based on the exhibit, what is the reason that none of the paths are marked as preferred?

A. A preferred path has been selected, but the Refresh button must be pressed to reflect
the change.
B. A preferred path cannot be selected.
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C. A preferred path has not been chosen.
D. A preferred path has not been chosen because insufficient Active paths exist

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
Which resource management technique can be used to relieve a network bottleneck by a
virtual machine with occasional high outbound network activity?

A. Apply traffic shaping to the port group that contains the virtual machine.
B. Convert traffic shaping from a nNetwork Standard Switch to a vNetwork Distributed
Switch.
C. Apply traffic to the other virtual machines in the same port group.
D. Apply traffic to the virtual machine with high activity.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager requires which two VMware products as part
of the solution?

A. vSphere HA
B. VMware ESXi
C. VMware vCenter Server
D. VMware Data Recovery

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 8
Which tool defines the Image Profiles used with Auto Deploy?

A. The vSphere Client via the Image Profiles management plug-in
B. The vSphere Power CLI image builder cmdlet
C. The vSphere CLI esxcfg-image utility
D. The vSphere CLI esxcli image add command

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 9
Under which two situations does the dead space reclamation feature VAAI Thin
Provisioning offer the ability to reclaim blocks of a thin provisional LUN on a array?
(Choose two)

A. When a virtual machine is migrated to a different datastore.
B. When a guest OS files in a virtual disk are deleted.
C. When a virtual machine is migrated to a different host.
D. When a virtual disk is deleted.

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 10
An administrator receives a complaint that a virtual machine is performing poorly. The
user attributes the issue to poor storage performance. IF the storage array is the
bottleneck, which two counters would be higher than normal? (Choose two)

A. Average device latency per command, in milliseconds (DAVG per cmd)
B. Average ESXi VMKernel latency per command, in milliseconds (KAVG per cmd)
C. Average virtual machine operating system latency per command, in milliseconds
(GAVG per cmd)
D. Number of SCSI reservation conflicts per second (CONS per second)

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 11
A user attempts a remote SSH connection to a newly installed ESXi 5.x host to execute
some commands. The SSH connection attempts fails, through the user is able to receive
a ICMP ping back from the host. Which two connections might cause the issue?
(Choose two)

A. The shell timeout is set too low.
B. The ParentRootLogin option is set to False.
C. The SSH service is disabled on the host by default.
D. The ESXi firewall blocks the SSH protocol by default.

Answer: A, C
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